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Introduction

- Carbon Footprint (CF)  has recently been a major concern.
- Food Production is responsible for a quarter of GHG emissions

(Poore, J., et. al., 2018) .
- Most online CF calculators present limitations (individual

ingredients, lack thereof,  language barrier)
- CROPPER project (CaRbon fOotprint reciPe oPtimizER) aims to 

overcome those limitation (crops the CF of a recipe). 
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Motivations

- Food and recipes CF havenʼt reached high awareness
amongst consumerʼ yet.

- General public and pro cookers need a simple way to 
acknowledge it.

- Previous limited research on individual ingredientʼs CF 
and other online calculators can be stepping stones for 
CROPPER (Speck M., et. al., 2020. ; BBC 2020)
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CROPPER ecosystem

FoodPriceBazaar
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CROPPER (Theoretical Approach)
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CROPPER Algorithm
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CROPPER Usecase TrackLog
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Conclusion

- Current algorithm can make a difference in our
relationship with food, and make us more 
environmentally friendly.

- Positive aspect : we are able to reduce a recipeʼs CF 
(1.65kgCO2 to 1.55 kgCO2). 
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- Limiting aspect : areas remain unachieved (transport CF, 
proper connexion with KBs, ingredient pairing and 
updating cooking procedures) and more use-cases can be
treated when bulking of the service is done. 

- Usable as a base for a better recipe updater able to   
overcome those limits.

Future Works
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